Recently great interest is attracted by the problems concerning investigation of electromagnetic properties of periodic vacuum systems with plasma filling, so called hybrid structures [1, 2] . This interest is caused mostly by the possibility of creating of new powerful generators and accelerators due to the amplitude increasing comparatively to those ones but with vacuum filling. Interesting and hopeful results are received in this area [3] . However, "dense" spectra appearance at frequencies below plasma frequency can lead to the stochastic behavior of generated waves.
In present article we will investigate fractal properties of periodic plasma waveguide at the region of frequencies below plasma frequency. Let's consider, for example, two kinds of dispersion law, given by: a model dispersion functions
and a dispersion law of Trivelpiece-Gould (TG) waves [4] , where
Let's investigate fractal properties of "dense" spectrum. We will define the Hausdorff dimension of n ω multiplicity by formula [5] Fig. 1) .
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